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DOUBLE BONUS: Links to 3 Neville Goddard audio lectures you can download and
listen to ANYWHERE. Original lectures, in his own voice, free for readers of this
book..
TRIPLE BONUS: Invitation to join and work with us personally in our Neville
Goddard Study Group.

How this book came into being.
Even though I have only been a serious student of Neville Goddard's for about 10 years,
I feel as if I have known him and his truth forever.
My adventure with Neville Goddard, that resulted in the writing of this book and starting
the Neville Goddard Simplified project back in 2010 when I was leading a year long
program for Neurolinguistic Programming professionals and enthusiasts in NLP
modeling. For one solid month, as a group we studied rare recordings of Neville, to
determine and isolate his thinking process – so we could duplicate it.
We wanted to get not just his thoughts – which are easy to find on paper and in
recordings of Neville, but we wanted to peek under the hood – inside the mind of the
man – and discover why he thought the way he did.
The reason why you or why anyone thinks the way they do, is based on their core beliefs
about themselves, God and the world. We used the science of NLP to enter into the
world of Neville, so we could perceive the world more like he does, think more like he
does, and get results he does – with the thoughts, ideas and methods he left behind..
Because when you use Neurolinguistic Programming like we do, and enter into the
world of HOW someone thinks, and learn their Points of Power - what they presuppose
is real - duplicating their results becomes much more likely.
For three months before the program, I studied in detail his writings, listened to rare
recordings, and researched his life, so we could get to the point where we understood what he presupposed was true - so that his systems worked every time for us.
During that time, something very interesting happened – which changed my life forever.
I started by "Imagining Neville", which is part of the modeling process we teach.
Inside my imagination, I was talking with him. Inside my imagination, I was teaching
with him, as well as learning directly from him.
Inside my mind, I was being beside and inside him. I was Imagining Neville Goddard,
and I started coming FROM his world. And the insights that I gained – that you are
reading here – will change your world and your world view profoundly – just as they did
mine.
The book you are reading, is short and sweet, designed to simplify the world of Neville

Goddard so that you can use his methods with 100% confidence and get the results you
want in life.
Now who am I to say if those conversations were real by most peoples standards, or if
they were just MY IMAGINATION guiding me to get to THE ESSENTIAL and simple
core of Neville's message. All I can attest to is the results we get, and the results our
readers and trainee's have gotten.
And finally, you will be invited to be a part of our very special Neville Goddard online
community. And we will give you 3 Neville Goddard Lectures - In His Own Voice - for
you to listen to anywhere - anytime.
Mr Twenty Twenty
http://www.freeneville.com
PS: Later books in the Neville Goddard Simplified series are very different than this
beginning book. They are full length lectures that we have transcribed by hand, broken
apart and analyzed paragraph by paragraph so you get the most out of each and every
lecture. You can find them on amazon or on the Free Neville site. Blessings.

“When you imagine something it is as though you struck a chord, and everything in
sympathy with that chord responds to bear witness to the activity in you. If the world is
the responding chord to what you are imagining, and David is a man after your own
heart who will do all your will – is David not the outer world?” - Neville Goddard

Neville's Points of Power:
What you are about to learn are what we called Neville's Points of Power. These are
what Neville Goddard pre-supposed was true – about himself – about the world – about
reality. If you choose to adopt them completely and to eliminate ANY conflicting ideas
you might have about reality, you will find that his methods work much more effectively
and quickly.
1. We are one with God. There is no separation. Neville shares, "We are the father."
2. There is no outside cause - all that happens – all that we can respond to - is extended
from the imagination. “Everything is subject to us – our imagination.”
3. Everything that can be touched, seen or heard - is in the world of Ceasar, the
world of EFFECT. (This is VERY life changing and empowering – once you read what
we share about this and the mind of Neville Goddard.)
4. The Truth about your body. Your body is part of the universe. And when you
imagine to the point when your body responds, you understand that THAT is the first
part of THE UNIVERSE responding - to your intent and to your imagination.

“All that you behold, though it appears without it is within, of which this world of
mortality is but a shadow. If you will but enter a state in your imagination, and assume
its truth, the outer world will respond to your assumption, for it is your shadow, forever
bearing witness to your inner imaginal activity.” - Neville Goddard

POWERPOINT #1: WE ARE ONE WITH GOD
Neville taught that we are the wisdom and the power of God. We are one with God,
through the imagination, through the consciousness that we are.
So instead of praying to an outside God - imagine as God - from the end result that you
have in mind.
So you don't have to pray – begging or asking or hoping - to an outside God. "God", the
consciousness that you are, hears your prayers, before you even say them - because
GOD is your HUMAN IMAGINATION.
If you have imagined it – you have PRAYED it.
POWERPOINT: Are you imagining loving thoughts today – or fearful thoughts? If
you imagine fearful thoughts, your body – which is part of the universe – starts to
experience fear, and that fear state – creates more fearful situations in your life.
If you imagine LOVING thoughts, being congratulated by your friends and family for
your accomplishments, your body – which is part of the universe – will produce a much
more pleasing and life giving “chemical soup” that will change your immediate world,
and create a state around you that creates change you want in your physical world.
So remember, you don't have to "ask" or "beg", just give thanks and IMAGINE as if it
has happened. (The END GAME exercise is GREAT for this. You will be learning it
soon.)
HOMEWORK: Here is how we do it.
1. Construct an Imaginal Scene - which would imply - the state of the wish fulfilled.
2. Include conversations about how successful / happy / healthy you are.
Take it a level higher, by having two kinds of conversations.
The first kind of conversation ABOUT you. Imagine two people you know – talking
about you – when you aren't there. Imagine them talking about how lucky, lovely, lively
you are. Imagine them talking about how your life has transformed into what you have
CREATED.
The second kind of conversation includes YOU and THEM talking. Hear yourself

describing how things have changed, hear them asking you questions about how it all
happened. Hear yourself describing things that you did, and MIRACULOUS things that
just “showed up out of the blue. And have ALL INTERNAL CONVERSATIONS be
about YOUR SUCCESS AND MANIFESTATION.
“God is alive in you now, so I ask you to test Him. Would you like a better job? Greater
income? Greater recognition? What would you do right now if it were true? Now test
God by thinking of a friend. Hear him congratulate you on your good fortune. See his
face light up with joy and feel his presence. Do that, and you have performed a magical
act, for God has acted and all things are possible to God. You do not have to devise the
means necessary to make your imaginal act come to pass. He who thought of the friend
and saw the whole thing will build a bridge of incident across which you will move to
the fulfillment of that which has been done. That is Christ!” - Neville Goddard

POWERPOINT #2: THERE IS NO OUTSIDE CAUSE.
“If there is only one cause, then he who quelled the wind and the sea is the one who
caused the storm. There cannot be another. If there is confusion in your life, and you
resolve it in your imagination, and the world bears witness to what you have done - you
caused the change. And since there is no other cause, then did you not cause the
confusion also? There is only one God and Father of us all who is above all, through all,
and in all. If He is in every being who says I am, and there is only one God, no one can
accuse another; for God's name is not he is, but I am. No matter what appears on the
outside, I am its cause. Assume full responsibility for the things you observe, and if you
do not like what you see, know you have the power to change them. Then exercise that
power and you will observe the change you caused. If you are truly willing to assume
that responsibility, you are set free.” - Neville Goddard
As you read and listen to the BONUS LECTURES we are giving you, you will keep
noticing that Neville insists and implies at all times, that THERE IS NO outside cause.
We compare the HUMAN IMAGINATION to GRAVITY. Everyone knows that BOTH
the imagination and gravity exist, but almost no one REALLY has a clue on how they
work. But it doesn't matter, because BOTH the human imagination and gravity do
work.
Why do we share that here? Let's look at CAUSE this way, the way Neville did.
I have a beautiful stream that runs along the edge of my garden. It blesses me and
Victoria and our land with the gifts that only a small stream can. When I look at the
stream, I do NOT think that “that gallon of water” is causing the gallon of water in
FRONT of it to move down stream. That would be insane.
What I do know, is that ALL THE WATER is moved by this INVISIBLE FORCE – we
call GRAVITY. Gravity PULLS all the water, through the stream – so that it either goes
as low as it can – to sea level – or gets pulled down into the soil. The INVISBILE
POWER of gravity – does that.
Your IMAGINATION is just like GRAVITY.
It PULLS into your world, AMAZING AND WONDERFUL things, events, people,
powers, circumstance – even this book – ONCE you decide CLEARLY what you want
in life – what you choose to have in life – AND YOU IMAGINE HAVING IT.

Your IMAGINATION also PULLS YOU – or more accurately YOUR BODY AND
BEHAVIOR – toward what you need to do – to be – to find – to discover – so that you
MANIFEST AND EMBODY your ideal – IF you hold ONLY your ideal in mind.
“Every natural effect has a spiritual cause and not a natural. A natural cause only seems.
It is a delusion of the perishing, vegetable memory. We do not remember these moments
in time when we imagined certain states. So when that imaginal state takes form so we
can see it with the outer eye, we do not recognize our own harvest and deny that we had
anything to do with these natural effects that are taking place in our world. Because our
memory is faulty, we do not remember.” - Neville Goddard

POWERPOINT #3: EVERYTHING THAT CAN BE TOUCHED - SEEN HEARD IS IN THE WORLD OF EFFECT.
What I want you to do is to stop putting your POWER outside of you. (This is main
challenge most people have, when they start using Neville's methods. So, how do we
do that?
Anytime you IMAGINE that anything OUTSIDE of your imagination is CAUSE – you
put your power outside of you.
If you imagine having a million dollars will end your financial worries, you are putting
cause outside of you. Choosing right now to FEEL financially secure and free, creates
the state that makes making, finding, winning, or creating money or wealth much easier.
If you imagine that being in a relationship will make you feel loved, you are placing
power outside of you, and no matter how much you are loved by another, you will still
be seeking more evidence that you are loved.
Instead, choose to feel love, the love that you actually are, and you will find attracting a
mate, or having a more fulfilling relationship with your partner, comes naturally.
You are learning how to LEAD the physical world, and change your circumstances, with
your imagination. You do this by remembering that EVERYTHING you experience
through your physical senses, is a product of the imagination and of conscousness.
POWERPOINT: Neville Goddard was a leader. And if you are going to be a LEADER
– you have to STOP imagining that you are A FOLLOWER and that ANYTHING OR
ANYONE outside of you – is “the power”, the cause of your peace of mind, the cause of
your happiness.
(Just GETTING that at the core – transforms EVERYTHING.)
And leads us to getting THE NEXT – very very powerful insight...
“Every child born of woman will eventually know that he is the God who created the
universe and willed everything into being. Then he will forgive all, for he will know
they were only doing his will. “ - Neville Goddard

POWERPOINT #4: THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR BODY is this. “Your
body is not a part of you, your body is part of THE UNIVERSE.”
Your body is your temple - the temple that you - as God - live in. So respect it, take care
of it, and remember...
“When you imagine CLEARLY enough, and have only ONE MIND (full of belief – not
SPLIT with doubt) that your body is often THE FIRST PART of the universe to
RESPOND to your imaginings.”
That is why we imagine FROM THE END – as if we already HAVE IT – that it has
ALREADY HAPPENED – so that we feel it to the POINT where our body and the rest
of the universe RESPOND.
So if you imagine....
Take the inspired actions....
And even if THEY DON'T WORK out...
It doesn't matter because...
Your body – your behavior – is just a small part of THE UNIVERSE that is responding
IN WAYS YOU CAN not directly perceive – to your imagination.
“Well, as far as I am concerned, my body is an emotional filter and bears the marks of
my prevalent emotions. That’s what bodies are, they’re filters. Emotional filters. And so
if you persist in a certain emotion, one of despondency, one of this, one of that,
eventually it will take its toll and you’ll find it leaving its mark on these filters. For they
are emotional filters. To know, first of all, to know that it is so. And then to stop or try to
change these prevalent emotions. You know you have friends who, whenever you meet
them, they complain, always complaining. Well, that is almost a permanent state with
them. Now, discriminate between the state that they occupy and the occupant. The
occupant is not that. But if they remain in a state long enough, they feel at home in that
state. ” - Neville Goddard

EXERCISES AND DRILLS – SECTION 2

You are about to learn Exercises and Drills to help you completely get the Neville
Goddard Mindset. Reading about these simple truths will not change your life much.
Exploring them WILL change your world. Guaranteed.
These little exercises and drills were developed and perfected to help you realize – not
just remember – the Power Points – the presuppositions of Neville Goddard. It is vital
that we EXPERIENCE them, not just read them.
The Thank You Game, and The End Game can be played with other people, and we
suggest that you do them that way, as well as doing them on y our own. They are a great
way to help people experience a nicer – more open to possibility kind of world – and
they help prepare the way for others to hear the message and methods of Neville
Goddard
Notice the Noticer.
The ABC Thank You Game.
The ABC End Game.
Taking just a few moments to play with these games daily – on your own or with a
partner will transform your world from the inside out – big time.

EXERCISE #1: Notice the Noticer.
This exercise will help you discover more and more that your body is part of the
universe, that is created by the imagination, by the consciousness you are.
“ (I realize that) I am no longer an animated body. I’m a life-giving spirit.” - Neville
Goddard
It's one thing to say, “I am not my physical body.” It is another thing to experience that,
and to truly know it through experience. All you need to do for this SIMPLE exercise is
to “notice the noticer”.
Let's explore what that means. First, it is not about “observing the observer”, that
would require that you make observations. Observations are fine, they are something
you do, something you can NOTICE – because you are the noticer.
It is also not about “thinking about the thinker” or “his thoughts”. That would make
you THINK MORE. What notices thinking? (The noticer, which is the nature of
consciousness, which is what you are.
What we want you to do is to simply, “Notice the noticer”. Select 3 times a day to do
this ideally, for just 2 or 3 minutes. Just notice that “something (the real you) is
noticing”. That something is not personal, does not have an opinion, and is simply “just
there”. Doing this exercise will help you get “you are not your body” at deeper and
deeper levels.
Knowing that you are not “your physical body”, will help you fully get that, WHEN you
imagine anything CLEARLY enough – your body is often the first to respond. And
once you imagine ANYTHING you choose to embody and bring into the world of the
senses to the point that your body responds – and you feel THE RELEASE – then you
are well on your way to manifesting, creating and generating change like Neville
Goddard.

“You did nothing wrong which caused you to enter a body of death called Man. You
were in the beginning with God and were God. You never were some little worm, which
– coming out of the slime – became a little bird and then something else, to evolve into
man. No, all this is part of the structure of the universe. You were God when you

descended into and animated man; and no one can descend into humanity other than a
son of God.” - Neville Goddard
EXERCISE #2: The ABC Thank you Game
“My third way of praying is simply to feel thankful. If I want something, either for
myself or another, I immobilize the physical body, then I produce the state akin to sleep
and in that state just feel happy, feel thankful, which thankfulness implies realization of
what I want. I assume the feeling of the wish fulfilled and with my mind dominated by
this single sensation I go to sleep. I need do nothing to make it so, because it is so. My
feeling of the wish fulfilled implies it is done.” - Neville Goddard
Read More: http://freeneville.com/category/core-teaching-lectures/
There are two universal feelings that Neville would encourage people to build into their
Feel It Real sessions. Those are Thankfulness and Relief. True heartfelt thankfulness
builds in relief, and that is why we do this exercise – to help you explore and experience
more thankfulness in life, so you can build it into your Feel It Real sessions.
So let's begin with the question, “What are you thankful for?”
That's how this game begins.
Just notice what you are thankful for. Notice what comes to mind.
Odds are, what comes to mind the first few times that you play this game, will be the
SAME few things. What this game does is tricks your mind into finding more things
that you are thankful for – by using the alphabet. Let's play it for a second.
“I am thankful for...”
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

My Attitude.
Brilliant ideas.
Choices I can make.
Dinner in my belly.
Excitement in my life and weekend.
Fingers that can type.

Now you can play this game, with what your senses tell you that you have, and you can
play it with WHAT YOU HAVE IMAGINED as having.
A: My Automobile – My new Land Rover.
B: Best Selling Books on Amazon.

C:
D:
E:
F:

Children that I help at the boy scouts.
Delightful conversations with Victoria.
Endless ideas that bless others and give us incomes.
Freedom.

Now imagine this...
Someone FIRST imagined FREEDOM in what became the United States. Their vision
was so complete, that they shared it with other men – men who could IMAGINE and
dream. As a result of that IMAGINING – freedom came and a nation was born.
What can you be thankful for – imagine it as it is yours now. And...
To play the game with a partner, just take turns with each letter. And you get to share
what you imagine – with them – and they – with you. And that can make it all the
stronger.

“When you know what you want, assume you have it. Believe your assumption is true.
Look at your world mentally and see your fulfilled desire. Do this and you are calling
forth a response to your thoughts, and in the not distant future you will find yourself
physically occupying the state imagined.” - Neville Goddard

EXERCISE #3: The ABC End Game
The ABC end game is designed to make the IMAGINAL SCENE which implies the
wish fulfilled much more comprehensive and complete. You are going to read a
paragraph below, where I put in full CAPS, words that begin with sequential letters of
the alphabet. This is an imaginal scene that brings together several ideals – and implies
that they are fulfilled.
Doing this exercise – will blast you through any mental junk that was getting in the way,
by keeping you focused on your scene – when you would otherwise get loopy or
sidetracked.
Let's begin. (Notice how I start with THANKFULNESS in the beginning.)
---I am thankful for the ACTION I started taking, in spreading the BLESSINGS that
Victoria and I were CREATING DAILY with the methods of Neville. EXCEPTIONAL
people started coming into our lives and FRIENDSHIPS developed that GREATLY
transformed our HOMETOWN.
There was an IMMEDIATE change in the local parks, we noticed as people started
picking up trash and JUNK – because as our thinking changes – so does the behavior of
our communities. KINGFISHER birds started returning to the area, LOVERS started
walking hand and hand more, MANY new groups started using the parks for yoga and
tai chi classes. NEW masterminds came into being, and OPPORTUNITIES for me to
speak to the local groups spread the word of who we are and what we do. PEOPLE
from far and wide started QUITTING making excuses and imagining better lives and
creating them.
---This END GAME exercise started with me spreading the word about Neville, locally
and online – and it took on many new directions than what I would normally consider –
when I added in the ABC method.
You don't have to use all the alphabet, just use enough to give your CONSTRUCTED
scene more depth than it used to have – and remember SEE IT FROM THE END, as
already happened.
Have fun!

CORE CHOICES – SECTION 3

CORE CHOICES
We noticed while studying the life of Neville Goddard, that Neville often talks of
choices that he made on a daily basis. These are often overlooked when people study
him, and once you notice that you have the same kind of daily choices – and you choose
as Neville did, your world and your manifesting change rapidly.

“All you are required to do is remain faithful to the state you entered. Now, Paul makes
this statement: “Remember Jesus Christ descended from David according to my gospel.”
Having experienced scripture, Paul calls it “my gospel.” He does not deny the descent of
Christ, yet he knows that David was created by him. Having buried himself in David,
God died by forgetting himself. Then David appears as memory returns, and he extracts
himself from that body to discover he is far more luminous than he was before he
entered it; far more translucent, greater in power and wisdom than he formerly was; for
God is truth and truth is an ever expanding illumination.” - Neville Goddard

CORE CHOICE #1: Do I live in the world of CEASAR – where everything has a
physical cause or the world of CHRIST – where I realize that EVERYTHING has it's
origin and cause in the wonderful human imagination. Here we are choosing between
Karma or Grace.
Choosing CEASAR / karma goes like this. “Because I chose to go to school for law
enforcement, instead of business, I will never be able to make the money that other
people in business do. Karma is nothing more than “the effect”. Ceasar in Neville's
lectures refers to the world of effect.
On the other hand...
Choosing CHRIST / grace is more like this. “It doesn't matter what I went to school for,
or even if I went to school, because what I have IMAGINED has created the world I live
in today. What I imagine NOW – recreates that world – starting right now – IN THE
IMAGE we have – our ourselves and of our world.
Because when we choose CHRIST – to be THE SON OF GOD, we know that we can
imagine in a whole new set of behaviors and circumstance – that will blossom in God's
Perfect timing.
Imagining myself as an author and trainer – has brought into my life the experiences and
skillets I needed – to write – to have good things to write about – to change the world –
to be the change I see in the world. All because I stopped holding onto the world of
Ceasar – the world that everyone can see with their senses – and started IMAGINING a
whole new world.
“ It is all grace, grace, and more grace. So begin now to live a wonderful life and
exercise your imagination lovingly on behalf of everyone. And one day you will be
called to enter that one body, and it will not matter whether you play the part of the
teacher, the miracle worker, the helper, the administrator, or the speaker in tongues. If
one is playing the part of the apostle, it is not because he earned it. It's a play, and the
part he is playing was God's choice in the beginning, before that the world was.
So learn to exercise your creative power by applying the law, for you may have anything
you want! You want to be wealthy, you may have it. You want to be known, you may
have that too. Anything you want you may have, but when it comes to God's promise - it
will be fulfilled. It is my hope that it is now, but don't think you can make it happen you can't. But you will find Him when you see David and he calls you Father; and he
will, for there is only one God and Father of us all who is above all, through all, and in
all. ” - Neville Goddard

CORE CHOICE #2:

“What does right now mean?”

“Feast on the idea, become identified with the idea as though you were already that
embodied state. Walk in the assumption that you are what you want to be. If you feast on
that and remain faithful to that mental diet, you will crystallize it. You will become it in
this world. ” - Neville Goddard
“If you react based on the past, you continue in the same pattern.' - Neville Goddard
With whatever you have going on RIGHT NOW, in the outer world – is something that
you are going to attach meaning to. The meaning you attach to it, is either going to
enable you to access the power that you are – or it is going to de-energize and
disempower you.
So, from now on, let's IMAGINE meaning that EMPOWERS and ENERGIZES you and
that SUPPORTS the world that we share – with Neville Goddard.
NOTE: Neville teaches to walk in the state of the wish fulfilled. He teaches to notice if
you are reacting to the world as that ideal man you have envisioned yourself to be? You
will notice if you are, by noticing your reactions and actions in the world. Be congruent
with your ideal.
Neville shares a great story where he imagined himself out of the Army, and back home.
He submits the paperwork, like the world of CEASAR demands, and he gets
REJECTED. But inside his mind, he sees that same paperwork APPROVED.
The MEANING that he put on the REJECTED paperwork was NEXT TO NOTHING.
That it was part of God's perfect timing. That he would be released from the Army, and
he got FROM HIS IMAGINATION that he was – in that circumstance – TO DO
NOTHING. Just to IMAGINE. And yes, Neville did get honorably discharged – from
the Army. You can read about that at http://www.freeneville.com
Let's bring this to your daily life.
What meaning do you put on when your spouse seems distant? Do you put on the
meaning of, “I did something wrong”, or that they are “mean or argumentative”? Or do
you put in the meaning of something more empowering, like they will return to you –
when the timing is right – and that we need do nothing – except imagine THE GOOD –
and be thankful for all the good we have – including their return. It is up to you.

What MEANING do you apply – to what is RIGHT NOW in your life?
POWERPOINT: Even if NEVILLE has not worked well for you before, you can ADD
IN the meaning – that you needed to get WHAT THIS BOOK has to offer you – so that
NOW you can CREATE COMPLETELY the world of your ideal.
Always add in meaning – that makes your life BETTER right now.

HOW TO STAY IN ALIGNMENT
USE THE POWER QUESTION
After a session, it is important to continue to live from the state of the wish fulfilled. To
live from the person you have chosen to be. The most effective way we have found to
notice if you are doing that, and how to get back on target is to use the POWER
QUESTION. “Am I reacting to the world, the way that my ideal would?”
To make it more specific, here are three ways I have used this question, based on
sessions that I have had.
“Am I reacting to this as an accomplished black belt trainer?”
“Is how I am reacting to this, the way that a professional trader does?”
“Would a best selling author react this way?”
If not...
“How would (me as a black belt / me as a professional trader / me as a best selling
author) react to this?”
This is the most powerful state optimizing question you can ask, that will immediately
bring your body chemistry, behavior and belief system into harmony with your ideal.
And doing this step....
---------If you define your aim as a noble, generous, secure, kindly individual – knowing that all
things are states of consciousness – you can easily tell whether you are faithful to your
aim in life by watching your reactions to the daily events of life. If you are faithful to
your ideal, your reactions will conform to your aim, for you will be identified with your
aim and, therefore, will be thinking from your aim. - Neville Goddard

BONUS SECTION – 7 Lessons from the Neville Goddard Prosperity pack.
LESSON 1: REVERSE THE CONVERSATION
He wanted two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. I said, “All right, I will hear it for
you. I will now reverse the entire conversation from you wanting two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars to a conversation that tells me that you have your two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, and I will persuade myself of this so-called ‘invisible,’ and therefore
unreal state. When I am self-persuaded of the reality of what the world would say to be
unreal, it’s done, and it will not fail! I will do it now.”
So, he hung up. I did not leave the ‘phone until I was self-persuaded that he had called
me and told me of the good news that he had his two hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
to launch this new venture in these special things that he is making. …In this statement
he said: “Out of the blue, a broker called me and told me he heard of this new venture,
he had investigated it, examined it, and he would like to underwrite it for two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars,” which he agreed to. HE IS DREAMING NOW - Neville
Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
Notice the Power of Revision. From a conversation based in the man WANTING to a
new conversation with the man HAVING.
Neville did not leave the phone, he went to work immediately, not allowing the old to be
in his reality any longer, before revising it. Working “at the phone” also anchors the
new conversation to the phone, making it more and more real, by blending the physical
world of the phone into the revision session itself.
Where in your life can you REVISE THE CONVERSATION?
Do it now. If possible, do it with “the phone” involved.
Remember the woman who was on the trolley, who felt the trolley as if it were a ship?
She tasted the salt of her tears, and claimed that they were of the ocean. She took the
physical world her body was in, and used it to anchor in and trigger the state of the wish
fulfilled.

LESSON 2: THE REAL CAUSE - HOW TO PRAY FOR MONEY
I know the cause. I know the beginning―the conversation that took place, and the kind
of a prayer that took place, where they didn’t beg anyone in the world for anything. You
don’t turn to any god on the outside and appeal to him to help you. You turn to the
inside, and you appropriate what you want. It is a subjective appropriation of the
objective hope. HE IS DREAMING NOW - Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
You appropriate what you want. You appropriating - assuming it - is the cause.
What have you been wanting, that you can simply appropriate now?
Now sit down and do it.

LESSON 3: VICTOR THE DREAMER
My brother Victor, who does exactly what I am talking about―it’s all in his
imagination―started behind the 8-ball; so this year he did a forty-million-dollar
business, and so I got my dividend check. It was a twenty-per-cent dividend. How many
companies are paying twenty per cent? He paid me twenty per cent on my stock; and all
the other ones, they are going down and down and down, but I got a big check, twenty
per cent. That’s unheard of, but we are a private company; therefore, we can pay what
we want. It’s not public; every share of stock is owned by the family. So, my dividend
check was twenty per cent of the value of my stock, because he didn’t read the papers,
and he doesn’t have a TV set, and he’s not influenced by rumors. He can dream as much
as anyone can dream. HE IS DREAMING NOW - Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
Victor Goddard was a dreamer as well. What do you think of when you read that
someone was a dreamer? What would you think of someone called you a dreamer? On
the other hand, what would you think / how would you feel if NEVILLE called you a
dreamer?
Use your imagination and have Neville call you a dreamer. Adopt that as an identity, as
a power, as a truth to live by.

LESSON 4: LISTEN TO NO ARGUMENTS
When that man died, he left my brother, in cash, a hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
three homes, many personal possessions. He said, “You are my best friend. You advised
me how to invest and what to do; and so I leave you now a hundred and fifty thousand
dollars in cash, tax exempt,”―no taxes to pay on it. And from that little beginning, with
borrowed capital, it grew and grew and grew and expanded from one island to another
island to another island; it’s all over the islands now, and not one person outside of the
immediate family owns one share in the business. And it is still growing, in spite of the
depression. He doesn’t listen to any arguments about depressions and recessions and
what-not. He is simply growing. HE IS DREAMING NOW - Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
How’s that global financial crises - you know “the recession” going? Personally, I am
shocked when I hear people talking about it, as if it’s still going on. I listened for a
while, then grew tired of it, because I knew that to listen to it, I had to entertain it in my
mind. I’d rather entertain much more productive angels. Jacob wrestled with his angel,
his imagination until he won. It’s a lot easier to win, if you stop feeding the bad angels.
Stop listening to any arguments about limitation, about depressions and about
recessions, and you will find that they have almost no impact on you.

LESSON 5: “This Would Be Ideal.”
Many years ago my father and brother, Victor, went to see a spot overlooking the water
on 35 acres, which is quite large on the island of Barbados. Three sisters lived in a home
there, and sold their cattle to my father. At the time he mentioned he would be interested
in purchasing their property if they should ever desire to sell. Then, turning to Victor, he
said: "This would be the ideal spot for a hotel." A few years later the ladies decided to
sell. One man with a great deal of money wanted those 35 acres very much, but was in
Brazil the day my father - who had imagined owning it - bought it. Now a beautiful hotel
is on that spot. It is very popular and always crowded winter and summer, all because
my father had a dream and dared to trust the Lord his God, who he knew to be within
himself. GOD’S ALMIGHTY POWER - Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
Bring ease into your life, and into your sessions by setting them up with ease. “This
would be ideal…” is a great way to do that. Can you feel the power of this story? I
don’t think for one second that Victor and Papa Goddard struggled with visions of a
hotel, they simply felt that “this would be the ideal spot” and then they SAW the hotel
there.
Where in your life would you like to invite ease?
Remember, it’s not just WHAT you hold in mind but HOW you hold it in mind that
matters. Use the power of EASE, to bring your ideal easily into the world.

LESSON 6:YOUR DESIRE MUST BE GENUINE
Nothing has ever happened to you that you did not set in motion in your imagination. I
tell you: you can be anything you want to be, but when you voice your request, your
desire must be genuine. You must so want it that you are willing to remain faithful to
your change in position. You cannot assume you have your desire for one little moment
and then return to your former state, for if you do you are a double-minded man and will
not receive anything from the Lord (as told us in the Book of James). If you want to be
successful in business, you can. I don't care how many creditors you owe, or what the
bank says you have; if you assume success and persist in that assumption you cannot
fail. This is the law by which everyone lives. THE CREATOR - Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
Once you experience the change of position - into your ideal - inside your imagination,
then SLEEP AND WALK from that position.
Sleeping in the position is feeling the relief that it is so. Fall asleep feeling relief,
knowing your ideal is real.
Walking in the position is how you react to the world. Notice in your conversations, in
your actions, in your daydreams, in all your activities if you are internally remaining true
to your ideal. If your ideal is one of being loved, feel that you are loved, know that you
are loved. Feel that where ever you are, while doing what ever you are doing. If your
ideal is being a financially secure person, notice what it it like to shop, being financially
secure. You don’t ever say to anyone, “I can’t afford that”, you do say, “I choose not to
buy that today”.
Coming from your ideal, develops new habitual ways of thinking, being and behaving in
the world. And this is the only way to BE GENUINE in your desire.

LESSON 7: ASSUMING WEALTH
If tonight you inherit a fortune don't think that the one from whom it seemed to come
was the cause. No. Preceding that event you assumed wealth. He was only the
instrument, the actor playing his part in giving you the money. It could have come from
a total stranger. You don't need a wealthy uncle, aunt, or grandfather. THE CREATOR Neville Goddard
LESSON AND TAKE AWAY
Assuming wealth, opens the door for wealth. So open the door and assume wealth. As
you live out the rest of your days on earth, remember that dead relatives, strangers,
clients, friends and family members may be the channel for the money and wealth to get
to you, but the source is your assumption of it.
Where else in your life can you apply this today?

BIG BONUS #1:
If you want our entire collection of 221 Free Neville Goddard lectures, we are going to
give you 221 of them – that you can read anywhere – anytime. Enjoy!
Here is our site – where you can download 221 Neville Goddard lectures INSTANTLY.
and it is where we share 1 a week, with tiny lessons on how we are LIVING IT.
http://www.freeneville.com
If you need any assistance in downloading them, just email us at 2020@exhostage.com
BIG BONUS #2:
This is where you can get 3 Neville Goddard PDF lectures and 3 Neville Goddard
lectures to listen to In His Own Voice
http://freeneville.com/bonuses-for-imagine-neville-goodard-readers/
Get 3 Neville Goddard Audio MP3 Downloads Here:
Listen to them anywhere.
They are great – it is great to hear Neville Goddard in his own voice, share his message.
BIG BONUS #3
Join our Neville Goddard Group here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/freenevillegoddard/

Who is Mr Twenty Twenty?
Mr Twenty Twenty is the real life NLP Guru who was beat to death in 1989 when he
was a prison guard taken hostage in the Camp Hill Prison Riots.
Since then he has trained with Native American Healers and Shamen who lived in
harmony with the land, lived for extended periods of time in isolation in the woods,
become a kung fu master, mastered NLP, traveled the world, settled down in Australia,
and has taught thousands of clients how to focus their minds, develop personal clarity
and change their lives from the inside out. Many people consider him the Neville
Goddard of the 21st century.
Just google Mr Twenty Twenty or visit http://www.2020unleashed.com to find out more.
With his wife, he runs one of the world's premier Free Neville Goddard resources,
http://www.freeneville.com and focus on making a difference in peoples lives where
ever they go.
For more information, radio or television interviews, or to see if working directly with
Mr Twenty Twenty is for you, contact him at 2020@exhostage.com

